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The University of Houston-Clear Lake established the Research Institute for
Computing and Information systems in 1986 to encourage NASA Johnson Space
Center and local industry to actively support research in the computing and
information sciences. As part of this endeavor, UH-Clear Lake proposed a _=
partnership with JSC to jointly define and manage an integrated program of research
in advanced data processing technology needed for JSC's main missions, including _ .
administrative, engineering and science responsibilities. JSC agreed and entered into z
a three-year cooperative agreement with UH-Clear Lake beginning in May, 1986, to "-4
jointly plan and execute such research through RICIS. Additionally, under
Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-16, computing and educational facilities are shared
by the two institutions to conduct the research.
The mission of RICIS is to conduct, coordinate and disseminate research on --._
computing and information systems among researchers, sponsors and users from
UH-Clear Lake, NASA/JSC, and other research organizations. Within UH-Clear
Lake, the mission is being implemented through interdisciplinary involvement of
faculty and students from each of the four schools: Business, Education, Human : _
Sciences and Humanities, and Natural and Applied Sciences.
Other research organizations are involved via'the "gateway" concept. UH'Clear
Lake establishes relationships with other universities and research organizations, ]7
having common research interests, to provide add{tional sources of expertise to ==
conduct needed research.
A major role of RICIS is to find the best match of sponsors, researchers and _.
research objectives to advance knowledge in the computing and informati0 n _ _ _:
sciences. Working jointly with NASA/J-gC,-RiCi$ advises on research needs, - _=
recommends principals for conducting the research, provides technical and
administrative support to coordinate the research, and integrates techni_! results _
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1. Introduction
Multicasting, or point-to-multipoint communication, enables a message to be delivered
from its entry point into the communications system to some well-def'med set of destinations.
Multicast facilities in networks, mechanisms that enable multi-destination delivery using a
single address, provide efficiency and robustness for one-to-many communication. If no
multicast facility exists, the alternatives available to effect multi-destination delivery are
sequential unicasts to each destination or broadcasting to all hosts. Multicasting is an
improvement over a series of unicast transfers because the source generates only a single
packet,ratherthan one per receiver.In contrasto broadcasting,multicasdngeliminatesthe
overhead of hosts that are not interested in the distribution having to receive it. These
properties of multicast save processing cycles at the source node, bandwidth, and remote host
=
resources. Since the savings accumulate on a per packet basis, large messages or messages to
be sent to a large number of destinations stand to gain significantly from multicast.
In addition, multicasting offers the possibility of providing synchronization. For a set of
destinations that are close together, near-simultaneous delivery of the multicast message can be
expected. In any environment in which hosts attempt to synchronize their clocks, for instance,
concurrent delivery to a well-defined set of receivers is difficult to simulate without a multicast
facility.
Each multicast exchange involves a single communication endpoint, S, and a set of
communication endpoints, R. In general, S can belong to R and receive its ow 9 distribution,
though it does not have to do either. Data may flow in either direction. In the one case S is a
(logically) multiplexing transmitter, in the other a multiplexing receiver. In either case what
characterizes the exchange is a dialogue between a single entity and a set of entities. We refer
to the single entity as the client, source, or mulacast originator and to the set of entities as the
l
wreceivers, servers, or mulncast group.
The client/server model characterizes the relationship between a multicast source and its
receivers. The client has some task that it wishes to have performed; that task may be storing,
manipulating, or providing data. In any case the servers (or some subset of them) will service
the needs of the client based on the contents of the mulricast distribution and possibly report
results back to the client.
In the general case an application involves M clients and N servers. Each client multicasts
its request for service to the N servers, and as many clients as possible will receive service from
the _i of servers. Each individual client then participates in a straightforward one-to-many
exchange with a set of servers except when the application introduces dependencies between
messages with different sources in the communications system. For example, the desire for
control over the order in which servers receive and process requests from different clients arises
in the sophisticated crash recovery protocols for some distributed databases. These
dependencies force true multipoint-to-multipoint communication.
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1,1. Mhii|cast A,ppiicatlons "' ....
The need for muldcasting arises naturally in a number of distributed applications: resource
location in a local area network (LAND [AHAM88], distributed databases [BIRM87],
confitTencmg [AG_6], dis'ttibuted process control [CHAN83], distributed games [BERG85], and
replicated procedure calls [Coop84]. One categorization, adapted from [DEER88], of the uses
of multicasting is to split them into multi-destinatwn delivery and logical querying. Multi-
destination delivery refers simply to applications in which the same information must be sent to
multiple destination processes. This category includes applications such as replicated file
systems m#databases_ telecotfferencing, and distributed parallel computation. Furthermore,
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data distribution that requires concurrent delivery to multiple locations, e.g. time management,
fall into this category, though such applications are not widely cited in the multicast literature.
Logical querying involves locating one or more hosts whose addresses are unknown or
changeable. The multicast address is a logical address identifying a group of hosts according to
some logical criterion; multicast then serves as a run-time binding mechanism for associating a
group identifier based on a logical grouping of processes with the actual physical servers.
Logical querying most often takes advantage of the underlying broadcast base for
communication to create a location independent Medium Access Control (MAC) layer address
for a set of servers. For example, a disldess workstation may use, instead of a hard-wired
unicast address, a multicast address for the group of boot servers [CHERSSa]. Thus, the number
and location of the servers is unknown at the workstation and possibly changes with time.
From the point of view of the application domain, two different paradigms exist for
multicasting. Processes as peers sharing information serves as an appropriate model for some
multi-destination delivery applications, for instance; the sender and the receivers are all part of
a singie cluster of related processes. Any member of the cluster may wish to multicast to the
rest of the group from time to time. A client/server model, on the other hand, more accurately
models the relationship between sender and receivers in a logical query application, for
example, since the sender (client) may be unrelated to the group of receivers to which it
requests service (multicasts). In this case the multicast goes out to a possibly unknown group of
servers. While the client/server(s) model subsumes its counterpart, the less general situation of
a client and its servers having to belong to the same multicast group can be easier to implement
and thus for a restricted class of applications might be useful.
m
!1.2. Environments for Multlcast
Three physical network environments sufficiently different to affect the nature of
multicasting applications and mechanisms associated with them may be identified: multicast
over a wide-area datagram intemetwork, a multi.segment environment, and over a single
segment environment. Multi-segment environment refers to one or more LANs connected by
network layer or MAC layer relay nodes into a single addressing domain. A single segment
environment denotes all hosts being connected to a siz_.le broadcast medium.
+
A wide-area environment lacks the underly_r'._ broadcast facility inherent to local
networks. Consequently, routing strategies must be employed to ensure efficient multi-
destination delivery over point-to-point links. Store-and-forward intemetworks, moreover, have
delivery-times that are highly variable, difficult to control or prr.,dict, and much longer in
general than local networks. Nonetheless, much work has appe_ in the last few years on
adding muldcast facilities to datagram intemets [AGUI84] [CI-I_R85a].
Multi-segment environments also need routing services to achieve multi-destination
packet delivery across segments, but each segment is, by definition in this paper, a set of nodes
sharing a single physical broadcast medium. Nodes on a single segment or even separated by,
for example, a small number of link-layer bridges operating at the speed of the medium will
allow near-simultaneous delivery of multicast packets, but multi-segment environments may
extend over a large physical area with heterogeneous segments.
In a single or multi-segment environment, we will assume that the underlying delivery
mechanism consists of group addressing at the MAC layer along with a packet filtering
mechanism at each host to effect delivery. Since standard MAC protocols including all IEEE
802 protocols, Ethemet lETHE82], and ANSI Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) provide a
large group address space and since packet filtering can in the worst case be done in each host,
_lJ
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these assumptions ate standard ones in multicast over LANs. Of particular interest in this paper
is a high throughput, multi-segment environment in which network layer touters connect a
small number of LANs and real-time considerations are of importance. This environment would
use the 1130Mbit/s ANSI FDDI and support redundant links between segments with automatic
reconfiguration as part of the touting services.
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1.3. Multlcastlng: A New Set of Communication Issues
As with unicasting, multicasting consists of two parts: a binding of a packet's address to
some set of receiver entities and a delivery mechanism to deliver a packet to every receiver
entity to which its address binds [DEER88]. But multicasting introduces a number of
complexities that neither unicasting nor broadcasting has.
Multiplereceiversdo notaccommodate addressbindingaseasilyasa singlereceiver.Due
tomodificationstothemembership ofmulticastgroups,causedby processesjoiningorleaving
the group or failures, the same group identifier does not always bind to the same set of receiver
entities. Higher level protocols are needed to manage changes in a group's statusthat affect
addressing concerns in the communication protocol.
Delivery mechanisms are similarly complicated. In the client/server model context, one
may identify for any individual multlcast distribution an ideal receiver group. Delivery of the
multicast message to possibly many subsets of the receiver group may be sufficient to
accomplish the client's task; of these possibilities, delivery to some subset, the ideal receiver
group, willcostthenetwo_ the leastwith costmeasured,say,as the productof bandwidth,
buffer space, and processing cycles in the protocol at all nodes. Obviously, to determine the
ideal receiver group for any multicast would be very difficult and cosily, if not impossible.
Nonetheless, we can see that in theory such a group exists.
W6 m
Every receiving entity that receives and processes the reulticast distribution outside of the
ideal receiver group wastes system resources. This inefficiency shows up often in practice since
applications may send to a receiver group that is larger than necessary due to the overhead
involved in creating a new group or limitations on the number of groups. Also, in some
applications, for robustness or speed, many servers arc duplicating each other's efforts. A caLl
to the group of f'de servers generally needs only one file server. The physical network itself will
serialize the responses so that some server responds first. The work done by all the other
servers on this request was (in hindsight) unnecessary.
The_ observations indicate two ways in which a muldcast address, unlike a tmicast
address, can give an imprecise specification of the desired servers. Multicast facilities should
be aware of the potential for variation from the ideal receiver group. The effort put into
insuring reliable delivery should focus not on the entire multicast set, but on the number of
servers actually required to fulfill the client's request, inasmuch as that is known.
In a multtcast distribution, each member of the receiving group should ideally be able to
have messages passed up to it as quickly as a single exchange between the sender and itself
would allow, with the additional limitation of the degree of synchronization among group
members imposed by tl_ multieast application. That is, every member should receive at the
limit of its ability within the confines of the group coordination necessary to achieve the
group's task. This ideal c_6t always_ feet in practice. This conflict represents an instance
of how a multicast communication protocol must sometimes tradeoff responsiveness to
individual reembers in order to provide the best possible responsiveness to the needs of the
muiticast group.
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1.4. The Goals of This Research
The goals of this research are to present the issues involved in point-to-multipoint
communication and to survey the literature for proposed solutions and approaches. Particular
attention will be focused on the ideas and implementations that align with the requirements of
our environment of interest as outlined above.
1.5. Overview
.....
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In this paper we first examine what attributes of multicast receiver groups might lead to
useful classifications, what the funcuonality of a group management scheme should be, and
how the group management module can be implemented. We then look at the services that
multieasting facilities can offer, followed by a section on the mechanisms within the
communications protocol that will implement these services. Finally, we identify metrics of
=
interest when evaluating a reliable multicast facility and apply them to four transport layer
protocols that incorporate reliable multicast. Conclusions drawn from this effort appear in the
last section.
2. Group Management
In developing any mu!ticasting facility one must first decide on the nature of the multicast
groups and how they will be created and modified. In this section we look first at group
attributes of possible interest, then at the functionality of the group management protocol, and
finally at a classification of the ways to implement group management.
m
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2.1. Types of Groups
Groups may be classified as open or closed [CHERSSa]. Open groups allow any client to
send to the group while closed groups only allow members of the group to be the multicast
7 ........
originators for the group, that is peer-to-peer communication. While open groups are more
general, closed groups do model certain applications, e.g. teleconferencing, more naturally.
Having a closed group means that even for a one-time exchange, a process has to incur the
delay and overhead of joining the group, the join latency. This operation may require
notification of the new member to all other members, which for a large or dispersed group is
expensive. Hence closed groups for real-time communication will not be feasible unless
particular attention is paid to reducing join latency or much is known about the communication
pattern of the group.
Ideally, a system will provide for both static and dynamic groups. Static, or well-known,
groups are created at system initialization time, and their group identifiers are made available to
all interested and authorized clients. Not allowing dynamically created groups severely limits
the power of a multicast facility, but also eliminates management of the name space for groups.
Certain global properties of a group may be useful or necessary to specify at creation time
and to record and maintain in the group management module. Some groups should have
controlled access in terms of who may join them, who may send to them, or who may inquire
about them. Knowing the expected lifetime of a group is useful in that it influences the amount
of time and resources that can be justified in setting up routing information for the group.
Stable groups, groups whose memberships fluctuates slowly or not at all, assure a
multicast originator of membership stability over the course of a multicast exchange. Failures.
of course, can change the membership of a group at any time, but the notion of a stable group
ensures that only failures, which are infrequent, will change the group. The idea of a stabte
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group, however, has yet to appear in the literature.
Another important group attribute is relative dispersion. Any set of distributed processes
implicidy defines a host group, the set of hosts on which the processes reside. The relative
dispersion of the host group within the network will determine the group's delivery
characteristics at the data link layer. At least two special cases exist in which the message
latency for all group members can be expected to be very similar at the data link layer. The two
cases are when a multicast group resides on a single host and when a host group resides on a
single segment of the network.
2.2. Functionality and Implementation of Group Management
A group management scheme handles the creation and modification of groups and
responds to inquiries about groups. Whether the group manager(s) that administer the group
management scheme are many or one is discussed in the next section. Group manager duties at
least include how to create and destroy a group as well as add and delete members to it. Upon
creation of a group, the group manager should take care of distributing all necessary
information to enable multicasting to the group. In the simplest of cases, this information may
be only address filters to each host in the host group, but it may also include routing
information for the network, additional data structures at each group member site, and
communication with other group managers. Examples of other possible duties for group
managers include managing changes to and inquiries for certain global status information (e g..
current size or ope of the attributes discussed in the previous section) about the group, deciding
which processes can join the group, and ranking the group members based on some importance
criteria.
I
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The creation of a multicast group can have at least two different semantics. On the one
hand, creating a group means that zero or more existing processes that are logically related are
being bound to a single group entity identifier. In the future, processes located on any network
host may be added to the group. On the other hand, [he process of creation could determine on
which hosts all future members must reside. At a minimum [his set of hosts would include all
hostson which [heinitialmembers of thegroup exist.The intent[hen isverydifferentin [he
two cases.While theformercaseallowsmore flexibility,helattercouldbe usefulinachieving
loadbalanceand simplifyingroup modificationprocedures.
An importantconsiderationin creatinga new group is the generationof a unique
identifier.Having a centralagent generateallnames representsa simple but unappealing
solutionin thatthe failureof the centralagentcausestremendousconfusion.For thisreason
most facilitiesuse distributedname generationschemes. As a matter of security,name
generationschemes where the possessionof a few names allows[he userto figureout the
naming algorithmand therebypossiblysend to or inquireabout restrictedgroups shouldbe
avoided[GAIT89].
Often random or pseudorandom bitpatternsare used to generategroup names. Given
long(32 or more bits)identifiers,[hesparsenessof thenames inthename spaceshouldprevent
any duplicationand,inaddition,providesecurityfrom any guessingof names by unscrupulous
users[GArr89]. In his MCL system Hughes suggeststhe method of concatenatingthe host
identifierand the_e ofday tocreateuniquegroup identifiers.This method takesadvantage
of the factthatin any system the hostidentifiershouldbe unique and time isassumed to be
monotonicallyincreasing[HUGH87].
In the V distributedkernel[CHER85b], a new group identifiercontainsa random bit
pattern,partOf which largelydeterminesthe hostgroup for the new multicastgroup. Two
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aspects of this scheme are worthy of note. First, this random assignment of host groups will
result in hosts belonging to groups, but not having any members of that group resident, and thus
hosts accept delivery of packets for which there are no receivers on that host.
As noted in [CHER85b], there is a trade-off between the number of host groups and
redundant messages. If, at the one extreme, one process group per host group is used, each host
only receives packets for which there are receivers on that host. But a larger name space for all
the possible host groups is required. At the other extreme, all process groups can share a single
logical host. An early implementation of the V system on an Ethernet used this solution,
broadcasting all packet traffic to every host in that V domain.
Second, encoding the logical host group into the group identifier implies that modification
to the group membership will require the issuing of a new identifier for the group, barring the
crude solution of having a single host group mentioned above. Cheriton does not explain how
this problem is taken care of in the 10 Mbit/s Ethemet implementation of the V kernel, but a
paper describing a much more recent implementation of the V kernel states explicitly that V
process group identifiers are stable [CHER89].
Assuming that a group has a single group manager, the addition of a member to the group
requires only a unlcast of the group address to the new receiver. (If adding a group to a group is
allowed, then a multicast to the new members is in order.) Deletion of a member may require
no communication at all'if one mayassume that whatever state information on the multicast
exchange that exists at the receiver will be automatically discarded in time, for example by
caching strategies and connection time-outs. In general, not cleaning up at the receiver
introduces the risk of delivery of an old message to a group member or a message in a group
reusing an identifier before that identifier has been erased at a member of the group that
previously used the same identifier. The results of such a delivery will be unpredictable.
12 w
Finally,thegroup management protocol should automatically deallocate the group identifier in
the special case of the last member of a group leaving.
2.3. Distributed vs. Centralized Management
Paliwoda identifies two basic ways of implementing the group management facility
['PALl88]. First, a single agent, or manager, external to the group may coordinate group
changes and handle the other functions of such a facility. In this case the receivers are aware of
no group state information except the group address. Typically this situation results in a client
of a group, a process comsident with a client, or a manager that holds all state information for
all multicast sets in the manager's domain acting as the group's agent.
A single manager can be assisted by having local agents at each client site. Local agents
make available groups' state information to clients on its host. The local agents either
periodically poll the manager for the updated status of the local agents' groups, or the manager
muldcasts changesastheyoccur.
A centralmanager,however, representsa singlepointof failure.This leadstotheideaof
having a number of managers that share information about groups. A replicated and distributed
pool of group information brings with it the problem of maintaining a consistent global view of
each group. Managers must communicate changes in groups' statuses. This problem suggests
having a super manager to coordinam manager communication.
The concom over having a centralized agent for each group should be proportional to the
size of the network and to the number of Clients multicasting to the group. In a wide-area
environment a single agent per group may mean long response times when querying the remote
agent. Recreating a large group may be a very lengthy, expensive task. Not surprisingly, in
theirproposalto provide a multicast facility for the DoD Intemet [CHER85a], Deering and
Cheriton avoid a centralized agent and propose a scheme where hosts are agents for local
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processes and gateways agents for host groups.
Self-administered groups represent another possibility. Instead of maintaining group state
information at a client's site, local agents exist at each group member's site. The members of a
group have the power to coordinate group changes through communication with other members.
Unlike in the previous set-up, each group member has a copy of the group status information
available locally and the ability to access it. Prospective clients outside the group query a
member's local agent to inquire about a group's state information, including the group
identifier. Self-administered closed groups guarantee that every multicast originator has the
group state locally available, instead of having to find and query a remote agent as in the other
administrative model.
w
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Birman [BIRM87] provides an example of self-administered groups. A special group
multicast primitive, GBCAST, allows group modifications to be atomic and ordered with
respect to all other transactions as well. Thus, every group member has an accurate record of
the group's status and can act on it, including providing status information to current and
potential clients, without further agreement protocols.
3. Multicast Services
.... This section d_e__s wit h __¢sem_tics of the _useLseryices that a multicast facility should
offer. A user process makes calls to the multicast kernel, an application layer protocol sitting
between the client and thetransP0_layer data transfer protocol, using a set of primitives. These
primitives provide services that fall into two categories: group manipulation and query and
multicast data transfer.
w
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3.1. Group Management and Query
Through one set of primitives, the user should have the ability to create and manipulate
group membership as well as query for useful status information on a group. The exact
semantics for this interface, however, depends heavily on how the group management facilities
have been implemented. Querying for group state information can involve either a local agent
or a remote manager. The group attributes of which the group management scheme might keep
track were discussed in section 2. I.
The information provided to a client about a group must be considered a hint to the client
about the current status of the group. Without some expensive overhead, there can be no
guarantee that group membership is stable over the course of a particular multicast exchange.
Possible solutions to this problem include locking membership and using a two-phase commit
algorithm for delivery or allowing only one client per multicast group. The former is
unacceptable in a real-time environment, and the latter causes an explosion in the number of
multicast groups while still failing to deal with shrinking membership due to failures. In
general, however, not knowing the status and membership of a group precisely is an acceptable
situation, with the notable exception of a client wishing to send a distribution that must reliably
reach every member of the group.
Given multiple clients per multicast group, the issue arises of how to divide the
responsibility between the two sides of this interface for group modifications. The group
management scheme must first decide if a client has the right to modify a group. A simple
solution is to assume that having the name (group idenrifieO of a group constitutes a capability
to perform group operations on that group; more secure schemes would require some sort of key
to be presented by authorized group modifiers. How the group management scheme
coordinates concurrent changes to a group and propagates the updates to interested parties
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depends on the implementation with either a central group manager or a super manager in the
key role.
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3.2. Multicast Data Transfer
The multicast client should be able to control the reiiability of a multicast and convey to
the data transfer protocol the response behaviour expected. Towards the first goal, the send-
data primitive should allow the user to specify the number of receivers in the mukicast group
that must reliably receive the distribution. This is called k-reliable multicast, where k is an
integer between zero (inclusive) and the number of members in a mulricast group [CHER85b].
Moreover, the sender should ideally be able to pass a list of any specific group members that
must see the distribution. Specifying the reliability desired allows the user to convey to the
communication system the nature of the service desired and the communication System should
take advantage of this information for whatever efficiencies can be gained from it.
Symmetrically, if the sender expects responses from the multicast group members, the
sender should specify the response behaviour expected for the benefit of the communications
system. How many responses are required can either be explicitly passed as a parameter or the
underlying system instructed to continue to make responses available as they arrive until told to
stop. The former method, if the client knows this, is preferable in-that it allows the
communication protocol to issue an abort message to remote servers working on an old request
more quickly than if this function is left up to the client process. Again, the multicast originator
may wish to specify specific servers from which responses are required.
Another useful parameter for a receive-data primitive may be a response filter, an
algorithm that will allow the transport layer protocol to decide whether a response is useful or
valid. Often this decision can be made without having to buffer the entire response, and this
mechanism can reduce the delay in issuing an abort request message to remote servers once all
u16
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necessary responses have been collected. Also, in the case of a single response expected at the
application layer, conflicting responses at the transport layer can be voted on and agreement
reached as to the "correct" response.
The most difficult multicast transfer to manage is one in which all members of the group
must reliably receive the distribution, an all-reliable exchange. In this case, the sending site
must know explicitly the membership in order to ensure that all members arc reached and, if
desired, all members send responses. Handling changes in group membership during an all-
reliable exchange can complicate the semantics of the protocol considerably. An alternative is
to take a snapshot of group membership, a version, and use that for the duration of the
exchange. A parameter in the send-data primitive for the version number allows the client to
link a query about a group to a particular multicast distribution to that group. This allows the
client process to know, upon successful completion of the aU-reliabl¢ multicast, explicitly
which processes received the distribution, even if the current membership of the group is
different.
The sffategy mentioned above takes away the transparency of a multicast group. If a
client is not so knowledgeable about the members of a group, but only wants to be sure, for
example, that the group of all name servers or multicast group managers receives an update,
then control over all-reliable delivery should be left to the transport layer protocol. As long as
the semantics of aU-reliable delivery are clearly laid out, the transport layer can devise its own
strategies for handling shifting membership. For example, given a self-administered group,
each receiver in an all-reliable distribution could report its membership verSion in a response
message upon receiving the multicast data. If all report the same version, the sender assumes
success; if not, the client site can take appropriate action.
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Members joining a group during an exchange of any reliability, once known about, can be
accommodated easily enough. The loss of members due to failure or deletion, however, can
cause a reliable exchange to be impossible to complete. In addition to whatever timeout
mechanisms exist at lower layers, the application process should have a field in the send-data
and receive-data primitives to allow it to time out an exchange. Such a field is dangerous in
that it requires the user to make guesses about the duration of events that it knows little about,
but the field is also useful in that an application knows how long it can afford to wait for
responses or confirmation of delivery. In cases where the application has no definite
constraints, the timeout mechanisms at the lower layers can be relied upon by setting the
parameter to a value representing infiruty.
Finally, a send-data primitive may include a parameter of, say, a bit-mask that selects
from a menu of special services that the multicast protocol can offer. One useful piece of
information to convey to the underlying message service is whether the application process
intends to send more than one message to this group, that is whether a connection-oriented or
connectionless service is being sought. The user, of course, has no guarantee of how or if this
information will be used, but efficient use of the communication system is the goal. This
parameter could also serve to expose powerful features embedded at lower layers. VMTP, for
example, proposes to have a conditional delivery option wherein a muiticast message is only
delivered if the receiver can immed!ately process it [CHER89]. A real-time application might
set this option on or off on an exchange-by-exchange basis.
4. Mechanisms
r _ !. . __,_ --_ __ : --_ _:' _ 7
In this section we present mechanisms that are used to support multicast services in a
transport layer protocol. We look first at the mechanisms for the data link and network la>ers
w
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and then move up the protocol stack.
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4.1. MAC Layer Addressing and Packet Filtering
At the Medium Access Control layer, a true multicast facility must be capable of
addressing a single frame to multiple destinations. Most current MAC layer protocols support a
wide group address space. The 10 Mbit/s Ethemet [ETHE82] reserves the most significant bit to
indicate a group address and provides the remaining 47 bits to create 247 unique group
addresses. The ANSI F"DDI standard is considering an addressing structure _:milar to the IEEE
standard discussed below.
Similarly, the IEEE 802.5 Token Ring Standard, using 48 bit addresses, provides 2 'z
L_
group addresses. Setting the most significant bit in the address field indicates a group address;
the second most significant bit indicates whether the address is locally or globally administered.
The remaining bits constitute the address space. All bits set indicate a broadcast address for all
active stations on the ring; all other addresses designate a group defined at configuration time or
by a higher-layer convention. The exact nature of the locally administered 46 bit address is not
def'med in the standard, but a hierarchical structure with one field of 14 bits for the ring number
and another field of the remaining 32 bits for the station number is recommended.
Either bit-significant or conventional encoding can be used in both the station and ring
fields. In [STAL87] two advantages of bit-significant addressing are pointed out. First, a station
can store its membership in a simple bit-significant mask so that matching an incoming group
address involves only a logical AND operation. Second, a packet may be delivered to multiple
groups. These advantages come at the expense of greatly narrowing the multicast address
space.
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In addition to the ability to create MAC layer group addresses, a LAN-based multicast
facility requires that all hosts can recognize which multicast packets are intended for them.
This packet filtering ideally should be done entirely in the network interface hardware since
doing it in software is orders of magnitude slower. Many current network interfaces, however,
only allow a small number of group addresses to be associated with any one station. To take
two Ethernet interfaces as examples, the Digital UNIBUS Network Adapter, DEUNA
[DEUN83], supports only ten while the Intel 82586 LAN Coprocessor hashes incoming group
identifiers into 64 address buckets [MICR86].
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4.2. Multi-destination Delivery: Routing Services
In our environment of interest, separate LANs are connected into a single addressing
domain by routing services. Unless group members are all located on the same physical
segment, a multicast transmission uses the routing services of the network. A useful model for
routing in any packet-switched network is an undirected graph. The nodes of the graph
represent either point-to-point links as with gateways in a datagraro internet or multi-access
links as with transport layer touters or link-layer bridges connecting LANs and the segments
within LANs. The edges of the graph then represent the physical connections between nodes.
Routing algorithms determine over which links a packet travels as it traverses the network
from the packet's source node to its destination node. At each node the routing element.
whether gateway, router, or bridge, receives an incoming packet and routes it out zero or more
outgoing links based on the routing algorithm in use.
Following [FRAN851, we identify below appropriaie metrics and evaluate classes o)
routing algorithms, coupled with their associated addressing techniques, for multi-destination
delivery.
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4.2.1. Metrics for Routing Strategies
A routing algorithm must be evaluated in how it performs for any one multicast packet
and how it performs over the Course of a muiticast session, that iS, the lifetime of a connection
between some client and its multicast receivers. For a single multicast distribution,
consideration should be given to the amount of bandwidth consumed, the delivery delay from
sender to receivers, and the amount of state information and computation necessary for delivery.
For a multicast session, relevant metrics include the speed and cost of preparation, maintenance,
and failure recovery. Finally, as the num_i-of members in a group grows, die performance of a
routing technique should scale in a Linear fashion.
The initial cost of setting up the multicast session includes distributing multicast
information to all members and the appropriate routing elements. Possibly a long set-up
procedure may create structures that lower the average cost of individual multicast distributions.
In the case of staticaUy created multicast groups, all routing set-up can be done at system
initialization time. Maintenance of routing information may be necessary for any group that
aLlows modifications to its membership. Triggered by either the loss of either a routing element
or an actual channel, failure recovery involves an adaptive scheme to find a new route, which,
given real-time considerations, must be done quicldy.
4.2.2. Survey of Classes of Routing Algorithms
4.2.2.1. Flooding
The bruteforce method formulticasting is to broadcast identical packet copies to all hosts
in the network. A routing element simply copies the incoming packet onto every link to which
it is connected except the one on which the packet arrived. Hosts in the multicast group will
receive a copy of the packet while the network interfaces at all other hosts will discard their
copies of the packet. In order to avoid endless duplication, given that redundant links between
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the segments exists, when using flooding, some mechanism, typically - a hopcount or duplicate
detection in the routing element, to limit the lifetime of packets must be available.
Flooding wastes large amounts of bandwidth, placing packets on many parts of the
network where there are no group members and often delivering more than one copy of the
distribution to the same segment. Loops in the topology can cause an avalanche effect. But
flooding does have some attractive properties. Since all paths are explored in parallel, flooding
is guaranteed to find the shortest path to each receiver. Flooding is very robust, requires no
maintenance, and requires no state information to be kept in the routing elements. Nonetheless,
outside of a small network with very few redundant links or some set of extraordinary
circumstances (e.g., robustness of a single multicast distribution at a great penalty to overall
network performance), flooding is almost never a viable alternative.
4.2.2.2. Separate Addressing
Completeness compels the mention of achieving multicast by performing a series of
urticast, that is, send separately addressed packets to each destination. This technique makes
little sense over broadcast LANs with packet filtering support.
4.2.2.3. Multi-destination Addressing
In this scheme the sending host sends out a few (possibly one) multiply addressed packets,
each of which contains a subset of the addresses oi" the members of the multicast group. When
a packet arrives at a routing element, multiple copies of the packet are constructed, one for each
channel connected to the routing element that leads to a destination. The packet leaving on
each channel contains the subset of address destinations that can be reached by that channel.
For every destination then there will eventually be an out-bound packet from some routing
element with only that destination's address; this packet is then treated like an ordinary unicast.
22 ,,
Multi-destination addressing only makes sense when routing elements ate capable of
originating packets; bridges will not do. It also implies the use of a variable number of
addresses in the headers of packets and thus a:_atdeal Of parsing at the routing elements.
This burden on routing elements is undesirable in a real-time environment. The Metanet project,
which seeks the interoperation of several networks for the US Navy, proposes multi-destination
addressing as an option of the DoD Intemet Protocol with only minor changes to IP while
preserving interoperability with IP modules not supporting multicast [AGUI84].
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4.2.2.4. Partite Addressing
This method combines separate and multi-destination addressing. The network is
logically partitioned for addressing purposes. A multicasting host sends one copy of the
distribution packet to each of the logical partitions, which could correspond to subnets or
channels, and from there the packet is delivered to the receiving hosts, using whatever methods
are available in that particular partition. This method is suitable for multicasting between a
number of broadcast segments, but it fails to take full advantage of the underlying broadcast
medium.
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4.2.2.5. Single- and Multiple-tree Forwarding
By fat the richest category of routing approaches uses various types of trees constructed
_ from the_networkg__.ph..Amukic_t packetisdirectedthroughthe network based on the local
image of a treestructureat each routingelement. Spanning treesare naturalstructuresto
considerinattackingtheproblem of takingan arbitrarytopologyand producingan edge setin
which thereexistsexactlyone pathbetween any pairof nodes,i.e.,_liminatingcycles. Ifthe
edges areweightedwitha cost,thenthecostofa spanning_e isthesum ofthecostsof allits
edges. A minimum spanning tree(MST) then isa spanning treewhose costisas small as
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possible over all spanning trees of the graph. A minimum spanning tree thus minimizes the cost
to the network as a whole of a packet transmission.
If the edges of the graph are weighted according to delay, a shortest path tree for node N is
one with the shortest possible path from N to any other node. That is, one takes the shortest
paths from N to all the other vertices and combines these edges to form a tree. This tree may
not be unique and there may be combination of paths that would form cycles if we tried to build
a tree that included them; nonetheless, there is always at least one such tree for each node in the
graph [WALI_80]. Unlike a MST, a shortest path tree is relative to a particular node in the graph
and that particular node becomes the root of the tree.
A minimum spanning tree can be used to minimize the number of packets generated in
forwarding, but delay depends on the position of the receiver node within the spanning tree
relative to the source node [DALA78]. In contrast, shortest path tree routing minimizes delay,
but possibly not cost. Source-based_forwarding, reverse _path forwarding [DALA78], and
center-based forwarding [WALL80] represent three important delay-minimizing techniques that
all make explicit or implicit use of the shortest path tree for some given vertex in the network
graph. Source-based forwarding would involve storing at every node in the network a local
image of the shortest path tree for every other node in the network. On a given multicast, a
node could determine which tree should be used by looking at the source of the distribution.
While this technique would minimize distribution time and bandwidth, it in general requires too
much information in the routing elements to be practical. Reverse path forwarding simulates
multiple trees without actually maintaining them by using routing tables and two additional
lists. Center-based forwarding uses for all routing a shortest path tree for a particular node that,
in some sense, is in the center of the network and thus generally produce routes with low, but
not always minimum, delay.
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Itshouldbe noted thatminimizing delayand minimizingcostinvolvesmore thanjust
labelingedgesofthegraphdifferently.For example,consideramulticastfromthecenterof the
network out intwo directions,conceptuallyeastand west. The totalcostof the multicastwill
be the sum of thecostincurredintheeastdirectionand thewest direction,but thetotaldelay
willbe themaximum ofthetwo delays[WALLS0].
4._..3.Sumnmry
In the deliveryof packets on a broadcastinternet,the centralproblems may be
summarized as (I) how to find the receivers and (2) when to split the original copy of the
mukicast message into the copies that will arrive at the receivers. For (I) the possibilities lie in
the spectrum between not finding the receivers (e.g. flooding) and having all of the destination
addresses before tzansmission (separate addressing). As to (2) the minimum possible number of
packets generated is achieved by using a channel-based spanning tree coupled with the principlc
of multi-destination addressing; that is, each destination, D, shares a single copy of the
multicast packet for as long as possible with other destinations whose shortest delivery paths
have branches in common with D. Basing the tree on channels avoids delivering multiple
copies of the packet to the same broadcast medium. Flooding will in general produce the most
packet copies during a logical multicast, though an estimate for the bound on the number of
packets produced by flooding (or selective flooding) may be not easy to compum. In a crude
sen,se tlm trdde-off in multicast packet delivery comes down to bandwidth versus complexity
and cost; the more effort to pinpoint the set of receivers for which the multicast is intended, the
less wasted bandwidth in generating duplicate or useless copies of the message.
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4.2.4. MAC Layer Bridges in an Arbitrary Topology
In our environment of interest, the routing algorithm for a mulricasting scheme must take
into account the fact that redundant links between segments represent the desire for robustness
in the face of link failures. Transparent bridges, bridges as defined by the IEEE 802.1 Medium
Access Control Bridge Standard [IEEE85], use a forwarding scheme dependent on the existence
of a single path between any pair of nodes. Hence the standard approach applies a distributed
algorithm to transform the arbitrary mesh topology of the given network into a single, acycl!c
spanning tree. Topology changes are detected by intra-bridge communication, and a new
spanning tree determined.
In [StNC88] the authors develop algorithms that allow the use of bridges in extended
LANs of arbitrary topology without confining the traffic to a single spanning tree. The
procedure is to decompose the graph into some number of spanning trees, number them, and
then mark each packet as traveling on a single tree. Then the basic technique used by
transparent bridges of building their routing tables based on the source address of packets
passing the bridge [BACK88] Can be preserved while traffic flows along multiple paths. Given
the ability to perform such a multitree decomposition of the network, the authors go on to
present a straightforward routing algorithm for multicasting. It does depend on two-way
communication to resolve a path so that hosts involved in the multicast cannot be passive
listeners or, equivalently, must transmit at some guaranteed minimum rate in order for the
bridges to retain the proper routing information.
The idea of using multiple spanning trees has a number of appealing characteristics. It
allows dynamic load balancing, leading to better overall network performance, and in the case
of a link failure, it enables a connection to switch very quickly to another route. All the
preparation cost of determining and numbering a set of spanning trees can be confined to
U
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network initialization time_ M-aintai_gmuldple tree-forwarding information in the bridges is
.... • T
a major cost, but not unthinkable given the ever falling cost of memory. The most devastating
blow to the usefulness of this idea results from the fact _ indicating a tree number in a
packer's address is not provided for in standard MAC layer protocols.
In [DEER88] extensions of the standard bridge routing algorithm to accommodate
multicast are presented. The article describes how routing tables can be augmented to handle
multicast addresses and a scheme whereby the hosts on which multicast group, G, has members -
issues periodic membership report packets by which bridges learn the link(s) onto which to
forward packets with destination, G. In this way bridges learn the paths for multicast packets
and confine multicasts to portions of the network where members of the destination group
reside. The overhead of sending membership reports in order that bridges can learn about the
location of group members is shown to be very manageable.
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4.2.5. Network Layer Routers and Efficient Multicasting
The bridge muting ideas proposed in [DEER88] could be applied to routing between LANs
via network layer touters, if a single spanning tree across all the links were used. In thinking
about multicast routing in a wide-area environment, the authors consider and reject this
approach as unacceptable due to the fact that a single spanning tree is relative to a specific
source and a specific multicast group. Thus, while Wall's center-based forwarding is a
possibility, they believe that a shortest path tree should be required for delivery of a multicast
packet.
Subsequently, the authors observe that every shortest path multicast tree rooted at a given
sender is a subtree of a single shortest path broadcast tree rooted at that sender. The latter tree
then may _rve as a basis for routing when properly pruned. Four schemes with increasingly
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precise priming of the broadcast tree, along with a correspondingly increasing amount of
routing overhead, are presented, all based on reverse path forwarding [DALA78] and assuming
that the touters use distance-vector routing for unicast. In distance-vector routing, also known
as the Ford-Fulkerson or Bellman-Ford algorithm, each router stores a vec:or containing a
destination, a distance to that destination (e.g., hop coun0, a next-hop-address for the next
muter (or muting element), a next-hop-link for the outgoing link, and an age field to time out
obsolete paths,
The first method presented prunes the broadcast tree by performing reverse path
forwarding on all packets with a mutticast destination address. That is, a router looks at a
multicast packet, determines if it atoned along a path that represents the shortest path back to
the source, and if it does then forwards it on all outgoing links except the one on which it
arrived. This performs the multicast, _beit with a large number of duplicate packets. These
duplicates appear not only because of the flooding of the packet on all outgoing links, but also
since more than one router on a multi-access link will forward a copy of the packet onto that
link.
In a more sophisticated approach, a parent muter is chosen for each link, relative to each
possible source, S. The parent muter is the muter with the shortest path to S where, in the casc
of more than one such muter, an arbitrary winner based on the lowest address is chosen from
the set of possible parents. Over each_f its ilnks, a particular router learns each neighbor's
distance to every source since this information is conveyed in the routing tables. Hence, each
muter can decide independently on whether it is the parent of a particular link, relative to each S
[DEER88]. An extra field, children, is added to the routing tables. With the election of a singlc
parent per segment, only the parent elects its segrnefit as a child link during a particular
multicast, significantly reducing the number of duplicates.
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The authors go on to lay out more complicated schemes to increase the "precision" of the
multicastdeliveryfurther.They alsoexploremulticastextensionsto mother popularunicast
routingalgorithmin datagram intemets,link-staterouting.This techniqueisvery expensive,
requiringall toutersto acquireknowledge of the complete topology of the network and
independently_mpute the shortestpathspanning treerootedatthemselves.Given thatthe
authors'domain of interestinthisarticle,datagram intemets,and ours isquitedifferent,hese
more complex techniquesarecompletelyinappropriateforourpurposes.
4.3.End-to-End Control Mechanisms
At thetransportlayerresidethemechanisms forprovidingreliabilityas wellastechniques
forspecializedservicesuchasfilteringresponsesorensuringdeliveryorderings.
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4.3.1.FilteringResponses
As an optimization,a multicastapplicationthatexpectsresponsesto itsrequestmay
supplytheprotocolwitha filteringalgorithmthatallowstheprotocoltodecidewhich responses
to pass up to the applicationand which to discard.This filteringcan significantlyimprove
efficiencysincethedecisionabouttheusefulnessof aresponsecan usuallybe performedbefore
the entireresponseisbuffered.Moreover,by determiningas soon as possiblewhen allthe
desiredresponseshave been received,the filteringmechanism allowsan abortmessage to be
senttoalltheserversasquicklyaspossibleinordertosavenetworkand remotehostresources
thatan)wastedinworkingon oldrequests.
For example,responsesto a requestfordatareplicatedatseveralserverscould containa
timestamp sent in the firstdata packetwith which the filteralgorithmcompares another
timestamp. Ifthedataistoo old,itisnot bufferedand an abortmessage issentto theserver
sending the old data. The filteringalgorithm,however, does not have to involveexplicit
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manipulation of the response data. In locating a resource in a LAN, the implicit filtering
algorithm is often that the first response is taken. In this case the physical network has been
used to serialize responses, and the protocol uses that ordering to determine which response to
make available to the client.
Another form filtering takes is some technique by which some subset of a multicast group
is told to respond to a request. That is, the best way to eliminate unwanted responses is to not
have them generated in the first place. A mechanism for doing this could be as simple as
having the group management protocol number the group members. For a distribution
requiring five responses then, the multicast request packet contains a field with the integer five
in it. Group members examine this field upon receiving the request and only respond if they are
one of the first five members in the ordered group.
Ordering members, or any method of restricting a request to a subset of the group
members, assumes that the membership of the group is explicitly stored in the group manager
Moreover, it requires a good deal of overhead in the maintenance of groups since every group
modification forces a reordering. Finally, it is unlikely that any single ordering win serve the
needs of all the clients of a multicast group. For a stable group in which members provide
identical services (e.g., distributed computation on processors of similar power or servers
holding replicated data), a simple ordering scheme might however prove worthwhile.
4.3.2. Reliable Muiticasting
In the ISO OSI Reference Model [ISO7498] the transport layer classically handles reliable
and transparent data transfer. Toward this end, acknowledgement and retransmission scheme_
ensure that lost packets are resent. Flow and rate control parameters are used to adjust the
volume and rate of the data stream to the capacities of the receivers. Reliable multicastmg.
u
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however, forces a rethinking of the strategies generally used for r_i: :,:le unicasts.
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4.3.2.1. Acknowledgement Strategies
In order to perform reliable multicasting the sender must have some assurance that each
receiver indeed received the muiticast text. Acknowledgement messages (ACKs) may be sent
back to the sender either when messages are received, positive acknowledgements, or when they
are not, negative acknowledgements. That is to say that acknowledgement strategies either place
the burden of ensuring reLiability primarily on the sender or primarily on the receivers.
Metaphorically, the latter may be characterized as publishing. Publishing requires that
information sent to a group, the subscribers, be filtered through the publisher, which collates
and numbers the information before issuing it to the subscribers. Upon noticing a missing issue
by a gap in the issue numbers or a new issue not arriving in the expected time, a subscriber
requests the back issue from the publisher, that is a negative acknowledgement is sent. A slight
variant on publishing appears in [CI-tAN84] since the role of the publisher, instead of being
played by the sender, is passed around from receiver to receiver.
Putting the burden of reliability on the sender (as positive acknowledgement schemes do)
means simply that the sender resends the message to the group until it receives replies from all
members of the group. An obvious optimization is to resend the message only to those
processes that have failed to reply, but for this the sender must know the membership of the
group. Since some receivers may receive the distribution multiple times, a useful feature may
be to have a user specified switch as to whether requests should be _executed in the case of
retransmissions' (e.g., if a result changes with time) or saved copies of the initial response resent.
Also, complications may arise from the fact that connection management and path maintenance
inthenetworkcan be dependenton acertainregularityoftrafficbetween senderand receiver.
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Either of these two general methods can choose to have acknowledgements unicast or
multicast. A receiver malticasting its acknowledgements allows other receivers to overhear the
transmission, and they can then use me information in the acknowledgement to learn about the
state of fellow group members. Also, since receivers can avoid generating a duplicate request,
this technique insures that a large number of simultaneous responses do not overrun the sender.
Unicasting acknowledgements is expen:siv¢ in terms of bandwidth and the complexity at
the sender in managing multiple windows. Large groups may overwhelm the sender or some
intermediate _rdeneck (e.g., a routing element) with acknowledgements that, given
simultaneous delivery to the receivers, will tend to come in bursts. A major advantage in
unicasting acknowledgements is that, from the communications protocol's viewpoint, multicast
and unicast become almost identical at the receiver.
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4.3.2.2. Retransmlsslon Strategies
Multicast is more sensitive to errors than unicast in the following way. Consider that for a
reliable unicast transmission with positive acknowledgements, a retransmission costs one extra
packet event since the original transmission is lost and never reaches its destination. For a
multicast retransmission, assuming unicast positive acknowledgements, l+3*R/.,,st additional
packet events are requital where RA. n is the number of receivers that received the original
transmission. If reu'ansmissions are multicast, when a single receiver or a small number of
receivers causes retransmission of a data packet, there is much work lost in resending data to the
receivers who have already successfully received it. If retransmissions are unicast, the sender
may have to frame and send a large number of copies of the same data, which then possibly
shares the same medium.
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A number of approachescan be used to combat the problem of the high cost of
retransmissionsdue to errorsin multicasting.On the assumption thata packetlostat one
receiverislikelytobe lostata nearbyreceiver,multicastgroupscouldbe chosensuchthatthey
can be partitionedintosubgroups thatare homogeneous in terms of physicalclosenessor
responsetime. in thisway retransmissionstoselectivesubgroupscould reducethecosttothe
entiregroup of individualdeliveryfailures.Inou'_erwords thishierarchicalstructureforeach
group would providea "firewalr'forretransmissions.This strategyislimitedprimarilyby the
toleranceoftheapplicationforvarianceindeliverytimestodifferentmembers ofthemulticast
group and by theoverheadofsucha selectiveretransmissionscheme.
Another approach isto keep a listof group members thathave not repliedand aftera
timeouttounicastretransmissionstothefailingreceivers.Thisscheme assumes thatthesender
has knowledge of allthemembers of thegroup and,even more, has theexplicitaddressof all
members. In the generalcase thisisnot trueand in factthisconditionseverelylimitsthe
applicabilityof the scheme. One notable exceptionmight be weLl-known groups. In
[CROW88], as an optimizationtheprotocoleithermulticastsrctransmissionsor unicaststhem
dependingon whetherornottheproportionoffailedeliveriestogroup sizeislargerthansome
thresholdvalue.
The use of a thresholdvalue could be inaccuratein predictingthe true needs of
retransmissionpolicyinthefollowingway. Suppose some largenumber of receiversfailedto
acknowledge themulticastdistribution;thethresholdvaluehavingbeen surpassed,the sender
re-multicastshemessage to theentiregroup. But ifallof the failingreceiverswere on the
same channel or even same small number of channels,itis clearthat a single_cast
distributiontothatchannelcould rectifytheproblem. Hierarchicalsubgroupsareusefulinthis
regard.
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4.3.2.3. Flow and Rate Control Mechanisms
A fundamental problem of having multiple receivers for a reliable message is that
communication between the sender and receivers becomes limited by the weakest member of
the group of receivers. Flow and rate control for the group are forced to restrict the data flow so
as not to overwhelm the "weakest" receiver, the receiver with the most limited reception
capacity; otherwise that receiver can potentially degrade service badly by either missing the
distribution or, if the transfer is reliable, missing the distribution and causing costly
retransmissions. If groups contain relatively homogeneous members, this problem is small, but
a single weak receiver amid a group of powerful receivers results in a very inefficient data
transfer.
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4.3.3. Delivery Orderings
For some applications the relative delivery orderings of messages sent from multiple
sources must be controlled at every receiver common to the sources. The strongest possible
constraint is that there be a global ordering on all messages in the communications system.
That is, if A and B are both multicasting two messages to C, D, and E, then C, D, and E will
have exactly the same message reception orderings. If C receives in order A 1, B I, B2, and A2,
then D and E must also receive in order A1, BI, B2, and A2. A more relaxed condition is FIFO
ordering in which each receiver receives the messages of each sender in the order in which the
sender sent them. Thus, in our example, the FIFO ordering is upheld if C receives its messages
in order AI, B1, B2, and A2 whereas D gets them in order A1, A2, BI, and B2. There exists an
ordering stronger than FIFO but weaker than a global ordering called causal ordering in which
delivery order is enforced when desired, but with minimal synchronization.
Generally the issue of message delivery order arises from concerns about maintaining
consistency in data updates and fault tolerance in distributed processing applications. To
w
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provide strong ordering, multiple phase handshakes may be required and in general the more
strict the ordering requirements, the more synchronization delay required to enforce them. In
[SCriM88] Schmuck tackles the problem of the trade-off between the degree of message
delivery ordering provided by a reliable broadcast (multicasO protocol and the cost to
implement this ordering guarantee. Techniques for constructing efficient asynchronous
solutions for applications that do not require global ordering are developed, though it is also
proven that whether a problem (applicauc,- must have the global Grdering property is
undecidable.
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Birman and Joseptl [BiRM87] have shown from their experience with supporting fault
tolerant groups in the ISIS project at ComeU that causal ordering is at the same time strong
enough for many applications and yet imposes an ordering sufficiently weak, particularly in
comparison to a global ordering, to atlow processes tO take much advantage of concurrency and
hence improve performance. In order to ensure correct delivery orderings, however, elaborate
queue management must be performed. In the ISIS system, entire buffers of previously
delivered messages are sometimes sent from one node to another in order for the receiving node
to understand fully its message history. Consequen:_ :,,,delivery ordering mechanisms in general
are outside the scope of a real-time communications system.
W
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5. Evaluation of Reliable Multicast Data Transfer Protocols
In this section we consider the key issues in attempting comparisons between reliable
multicast transp0n layer protocols (RMTPs). We believe these are:
• potential for real-time
• limitations on groups
u -
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• compatibilitywithunicast
• COSt
• reliability
• special services
Comparison of protocols in general is a notoriously difficult problem. No two protocols
have the same set of features nor do they achieve the same functionality. Modeling dynamic
behaviour is tricky and dependent upon the communication environment. What we can hope to
do, however, is to identify categories of functionality that must be provided in order for reliable
multicast transfers to be handled efficiently and to give the widest possible range of services to
higher layers. While only gross relative measurements and not numerical results are generally
the extent of our measurements, these metrics serve two important purposes. First, they provide
a checklist of the aspects of a given reliable multicast protocol that should be inspected in
evaluating the protocol. Second, they give some idea of where in the spectrum of possibilities
the RMTP in question sits.
Real-time Potential
RMTPs can be divided fairly easily into those that can be potentially used in a real-time
environment and those that cannot. For example, a protocol such as [CHAN84] that forces
the members of a multicast group to enforce a global delivery order and to come to
distributed agreement during error recovery is inherently prone to long and highly variable
message latencies that are unacceptable in a real-time environment.
Limitations on Groups
A multicast transfer protocol may optimize its performance in various ways using implicit
assumptions about the multicast groups in use. Various timing dependencies can be
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reasonably estimated if group members experience nearly simultaneous delivery, if such
timing assumptions are exploited in the R_MTP itself, multicast groups for the R.MTP must
all be relatively close together and network layer touters between members is excluded.
The rightness of the timing dependencies determines the extent to which multicast groups
are restricted.
RMTI_ may implement either open or closed groups. Open groups are more general and
hence more difficult to implement for efficient data transfer. If only closed groups are
allowed, however, the group management protocol must deal with the problem of
applications that are sensitive to the join latency. _
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Compatibility
A multicast scheme should follow the form and usage of urn:cast transmissions. Interest in
multicasting is high and growing as its value has become widely recognized [PALI88], but
the caveat to be heeded is that multicast is rare in comparison to unic_t. Hence, even the
slightest overhead imposed on common packet processing by adding a multicast
capability should be carefully scrutinized. Multicast can add overhead in two ways: (1) by
reducing overall throughput by forcing checks for options during common processing, and
(2) by adding a great deal of code to the protocol's implementation. The latter becomes a
crucialissueas we move towardthetimewhen lightweightransportlayerprotocolscan
be implemented in hardware.Thus, inasmuch as possible,a RMTP shouldutilizethe
mechanlsms of the unicastprotocolin which itisembedded. Mechanisms such as those
forflow and ratecontrol,connectionset-upand teardown,and routingserviceshouldbe
shared.
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The cost of a multicast exchange under a RMTP refers to the usage of critical network
resources, namely processing cycles, buffer space, and bandwidth. An indication of the
amount of processing needed for an exchange can be seen in the number of timers needed,
the number and intricacy of supporting data structures for muiticast data transfer, and the
degree of buffer management. Buffer space and bandwidth usage can in general be traded
off against each other.
Reliability
A crucial point about reliability in multicast exchanges is that only the application can
know what degree of reliability is really needed. That is, partial delivery success is often
acceptable, but the application must have a way to convey this information to the RMTP.
Hence, the degree of flexibility in the user interface in specifying the reliability sought is
especially important. For the protocol to provide more reliability than needed will be
wasteful of communication subsystem resources; to provide less than needed violates the
integrity of the system. In any case, a RMTP must provide, at a minimum, reliable
delivery to multiple destinations. Reliable transfer in the most general case includes the
detection of receiver failure during the exchange, but an alternative is to guarantee to
reach all active receivers.
w
Special Services
Finally, multicast has properties that unieast does not and thus may be used in apphcations
that require special services. Exploitation of the concurrency found in multicasting could
prove very valuable in a real-time environment, and a RMTP can provide the primitive
mechanisms with which to tap this power. This aspect of multicasting will certainly come
to the forefront as time management becomes more prevalent. The value of special
services can only be determined with experience, but, if they can be included with low
raqw
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overhead, their presence is a plus in that, if nothing else, it encourages experimentation by
application programmers.
I
6. Four Data Points
w
To assess the state-of-the-art for reliable muticast transport protocols, we wiU look at four
examples from the literature: the Xpress Transfer Protocol (XTP), the Versatile Message
Transport Protocol (VMTP), an experimental protocol (referred to below as CP) proposed by
Crowcroft and Paliwoda [CROW88J, and an experimental protocol based on Negative
Acknowledgement with Periodic Polling (NAPP) in [RAMA87]. These four examples represent
detailed attempts to buLld transport layer reliable mttlticast protocols. They do so in a way that
makes them candidates to be used in a real-time environment. The protocols examined can be
loosely described as intended for genera/ purpose, though each is in fact tied to specific
paradigms, assumptions about environment, and some set of design goals. All share the
assumption of working over high bandwidth networks with low error rates. The exact
assumptions about environment wiU be pointed out as each protocol is introduced. Each
protOCol wiLl be examined in light of the discussion in section 5. Table 1 at the end of the
section summarizes the features and characteristics compared below.
In orderto lend some concreteness to the discussion, three simple Scenarios for message
transmission wiLl be examined when useful. In each scenario a 4-packet message is to be sent
from source, $, to a multicast group of three members, R1, R2, and R3. In scenario 1, the four
packets are sent and correctly received in order at all group members. In scenario 2, all
receivers receive the first two packets, followed by the fourth packet, but fail to receive packet
3. Error control mechanisms are invoked and lead to retransmission of packet 3 in a best case
fashion. Finally, scenario 3 is the same as scenario 2 except that a single error control packet is
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assumed to be lost in a worst case fashion.
6.1. XTP
The Xpress Transfer Protocol, XTP, is a lightweight transfer layer (the transfer layer being
defined as the transport and network layers merged) protocol being developed by Protocol
Engines, Inc. It is designed to provide the end-to-end data transmission rates demanded in high
speed networks without compromising functionality, including in particular, support for reliable
multicast. A major goal of the XTP effort is to keep XTP small enough so that it can be
implemented in hardware as a VLSI chip set. The discussion below examines multicasting in
XTP as described in Revision 3.4 [PEI89].
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• XTP's multicast scheme provides low overhead and compatibility with unicasting by only
having to set a bit in an outgoing data packet to indicate a multicast. Connection set-up works
as with unicast, though a multi-endpoint connection is not as simple to manage as a single
endpoint one. A potentially troublesome aspect arises in choosing the initial flow and rate
parameters in the initial set-up packet, called a FIRST packet in XTP. Since these parameters
apply to all receivers, they must be chosen to accommodate the weakest receiver, else costly
go-back-N retransmissions will severely impede the forward progress of the delivery until the
flow and rate parameters can be adjusted. Hence, to be safe, a multicast source may have to be
initiallyveryconservative.
Ce_n questionsremain unanswered about the semanticsfor connectiontermination
under multicas_in XTP Revision 3.4. Under the currentdefinitionitwould seem a single
receivercould initiateand closea connection,possiblyabruptlyby settingtheEND bitinthe
trailerof an acknowledgement. A gracefulclose for a pairof contextsis a connection
terminationinwhich a receivereliablyreceivesalloutstandingpackets.In multi:castingitis
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desirabletohavetheabilitytoperforma gracefulclosebetween thesendingcontextand allthe
receivingcontexts.Yet,XTP providesno provisionfora multicastgracefulclose.As depicted,
themulticastsourcewillsimplyrespondtoany singleincoming CNTL packetwiththecorrect
terminationbitsset.One solution,sinceallCNTL packetsatemulticast,Would be theaddition
ofan abilityinreceiverstogeneratesome responsewhen theydetectthatsome otherreceiveris
initiatinga terminationof itsconnection.
Reliable multicastin XTP utilizesa go-back-N retransmissionmethod. Receivers
generatecontrolpacketsupon receivingcorruptedorout-of-sequencepackets.Errorcontrolin
theprotocolusesmulticastacknowledgementsand hence assumes thata senderalways belongs
tothegroup towhich itissending.The receiver-generatedcontrolpackets,sentasXTP CNTL
packettypes,containthesequencenumber, calledrseq,thatisone plusthehighestconsecutive
sequence number receivedwithouterror.That is,rseqmarks the beginningof the firstgap in
the data. Other receiversoverhearthe multicastcontrolpacketsand dequeue any control
packets that they have which contain an rseq value greater than or equal to the overheard value.
This is called damping.
The receivers generate:control packets for every out-of-sequence packet that arrives. Th/s
ensures that lost control packets are not a problem as long as the sender continues to transmit.
In the last outgoing data packet of a message a bit is set that requests an explicit positive
acknowledgement when that packet is delivered to the application process at the receiver
These NACKs, sent in CNTL packets, are subject to the same damping process as described
above. The titaer used whenever a unicast sender forces an explicit acknowledgement from its
receiver is used to ensure repeated retransmissions of the acknowledgement request.
In order for damping to be effective, group members must experience nearly simultaneous
delivery. This fact precludes the involvement of touters in an efficient multicast delivery
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Otherwise, in scenario 2, if some receivers are far from their neighbors, these receivers will all
escape the damping effect and multicast a control packet calling for the retransmission of packet
3 to be sent. This action could create a large number of multicast packets, both redundant
CNTL packets and redundant retransmissions of packet 3, on the network at the same time.
This wastes bandwidth and processing time at S. Moreover, in a case where out-of-sequence
packets continue to stream in at the receivers, the failure of damping causes an explosion of
redundant multicast packets.
The mechanism to determine when to release buffers at the multicast source in XTP seem
likely to depend on estimates of the roundtrip time to the receivers. This roundtrip time must be
determined from CNTL messages flowing back to the source over a single control channel
shared by all members of the receiving set. Consequently, wide variance in the roundtrip times
of group members due to members being spread across touters would force either very
conservative buffer management or leaving open the possibility of releasing buffers before a
retransmission request from a remote receiver arrives.
The worst case for scenario 3 would have R1 issue a CNTL packet that preempts CNTL
packets from R.2 and R3, but is then lost. Since no more data packets are arriving, the receivers
will not reissue another CNTL packet upon receipt of the next data packet. At this point the
sender takes over. The sender sets a timer whenever it issues an acknowledgement request (in
XTP parlance, it sets the SREQ or DREQ bit, which it will have done in the trailer of packet 4).
When this timer expires, a CNTL packet will be multicast containing the current time in its sync
field; at each receiver, upon receipt of the CNTL packet, a response CNTL packet with an echo
field containing the time in the incoming sync field is sent back to the sender indicating the gap
in the received data at packet 3. These CNTL packets undergo the same damping process.
Then the sender multicasts back packet 3 and the transfer is complete. The high overhead of
control messages in this case comes from the fact that we have examined an end condition.
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Usually the loss of a single data packet will be followed by a series of out-of-sequence
deliveries at the receivers, and receivers generate a CNTL packet for every out-of-sequence data
packet. Hence the resynchronization process carried out by sync-ec/u) exchanges will be
relatively rare,
XTP does not explicitlycheck forreceiverfailure.IfR3 drops out duringthemulticast
distribution,sourceS willnotnotice.The sourceisdrivenby controlinformationreceivedover
a singleresponsechannel from the receiversas a whole and does not try to monitor the
individualreceiversatthemultipleendpointsof theconnection.
6.2. VMTP
The VersatileMessage TransportProtocol (VIVlTP),recentlyrevised [CHER89], is
designed as a next generation protocol to accommodate communication strongly oriented
toward request-response behaviour. Two examples of such communication environments are
distributed on-line transaction processing systems, such as those used for credit card
transactions, and clusters of workstations and fde servers connected in a high speed LAN for
page-level file access and Remote Procedure c_n [CI-[ER89]. V_'S development has been
coupled with the V Distributed System [CriER88], a distributed operating system, and together
the two form a distributed system that provides a fully integrated multicast facility, i.e., not only
a _ but an extensive user interface and group management scheme as well. The V System
design heavily influences VMTP's support for reliable multicast.
A transaction starts with a client issuing a request to a server entity. Multicasting is
simply a request that is sent to a group entity. At the server, upon receipt of the request, a
transaction record is created. Ordinarily, a response packet containing the user-level response
data is ger_t_ted quickly at the server and functions asan acknowledgement to its associated
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request. The transaction record is retained at the server for some time after transmission of the
response for two reasons. First, if the client issues another request right away, this same
transaction record can be used. Second, the transaction record is used to discard delayed
duplicates of the request. Otherwise a new transaction record would be set up and the request
processed again unnecessarily. Thus, on-demand connection set-up and the frequent use of
user-level responses are two important features of the transaction paradigm.
In VMTP a receiver has no overhead associated with participating in a multicast as
opposed to a urticast transmission; a receiver acts without knowledge of or regard for the actions
of other members of the multicast group. Thus, unlike in XTP where receivers dequeue
redundant error control messages upon overhearing other receivers' messages, receivers in
VMTP are decoupled from each other. One implication is that VMTP supports a client not
....... . . = ,
having to be a member of the group to which it is sending. Another aspect of not depending
upon receivers communicating is that members may be dispersed widely, possibly across
routers, subject to other constraints discussed below.
In a multicast, according to the semantics of the V System, a V System user unblocks
upon receipt of the first response and thereafter may request further responses with a user-level
primitive. The protocol continues to try to gather responses until another request to the same
server(s) is initiated. The significance placed on getting the first response comes from the
principle of allowing the user to control the degree of reliability completely and hence explicitly
request responses beyond the first one. The V system does not support completely reliable
multicast transmission as a primitive, and hence individual servers dropping out during an
exchange will either be unimportant or handled by mechanisms above VMTP. Given these
semantics, VMTP does not attempt to detect receiver failure.
.L
4.4 ,,,.
In VMTP, the client focuses on obtaining the first response, due to the significance of the
first response to higher layers and to preserve compatibility with unicasting. It sets its only
timer upon issuing a request. Receipt of the first response disables the timer and thereafter
responses are collected without any prodding from the client. If the timer expires before a
response arrives, however, the client issues a demand for immediate acknowledgements from
the servers. The client's demand and the servers' acknowledgements are sent as datagrams
using ordinary request packets with a no-response bit set.
In scenario I then, S sends a request tO the group entity containing RI, R2, and R3. If the
user-level responses are not forthcoming before a timeout at S, then S sends a datagram request
packet demanding immediate acknowledgement. (If this request fails to reach any server, the
protocol f/Ll.is back on higher layer error control to time out the entire request.) AU three
receivers respond. The client is assured that the requests have reached the servers and awaits
responses. If at least one response is timely, the cI_ent will pass up the first response to the
transport layer user and buffer the other responses as they arrive. Either case is expensive in
terms of bandwidth. The first case should be rare since VMTP is intended for traffic that
consists predominatcly of short, fast exchanges and multiple servers increase the chance of a
quick response.
VMTP apparently depends upon the variance in remote processing times of a request to
spread out responses and thus avoid overrunning the client. This strategy does not work with
_rt layer acknowledgements. While these should rarely be issued, they will be transmitted
nearly simultaneously, and hence a large group on a single segment risks overrunning the
so_. Some user-ldvel_S_ iii:ffny giv-df-i_tr_ansaCtionmay _ _s-(ow'_nough that they will
not be ready to transmit until the transaction record for their request has been discarded due to
the arrival of a new request from the same client. This represents a very limited form of
damping.
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VMTP is optimized for short transfers. The new version of the protocol incorporates a
streaming mode in which a series of requests can be issued with asynchronous collection of
responses. The intent is to allow, for example, file transfer as a series of requests with
responses acting as acknowledgemen _. A multicast using the streaming mode would have to
incorporate new mechanisms to count the responses from individual receivers since processing
only a portion of the requests that make up the file transfer will be useless. In effect, the series
of requests must be tied together into an atomic unit. Since these issues are not addressed i.n
VMTP's multicast scheme, they must be handled at some higher layer.
In scenario 2, the unicasting of NACKs for packet 3 will again result in three separate
requests for retransmission of the same packet. There exists no mechanism for suppressing the
duplicate retransmissions. A packet lost by all receivers will thus result in a number of
duplicate retransmissions as large as the multicast group size. Hence, while the loss of any
single acknowledgement (e.g., scenario 3) will be covered by the other acknowledgements, the
penalty for preserving simplicity in the receivers and the sender by making no attempt to
coalesce acknowledgements is high in terms of bandwidth.
It is not made explicit in the most recent revision of VMTP as described in [CHER89]
whether retransmissions are to be multicast or unicast during a multicast exchange. Unicasting
seems acceptable except, as pointed out in scenario 2, a large number of receivers missing a
packet would cause many duplicate packets to be framed and transmitted at the source.
Multicasting then makes more sense, though again it would seem desirable to have some way at
the source to coalesce requests for retransmission.
The VMTP protocol contains a couple of innovative features that seem intended
specifically for multicast. It supports co-resident addressing, which allows a server that knows
only the address of its client to address a response, e.g. for authentication, to the group manager
Jmodule on the client's host. ALso, a user has die ability to fly that a multicast message
should only be delivered at a particular server if the server is able to process the request
immediately. FinaLly, a server can be instructed to dispose of the response as soon as the
response is sent; retransmission of the request is handled by redoing the request instead of
resending the original response. This option could clearly be useful in time management.
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6.3. CP
In [CRow88] the authors present a RMTP, whic.: _vewiLl call CP. The:,' discuss the user
level interface as weLl as the messaging protocol. The service interface of the protocol offers
several types of services, ranging from the coUection of a single reply from any one of a set of
servers to _ collection of all replies from all known servers. The send primitive reliably
delivers the message to all receivers and the receive primitive allows the user to specify which
and how many receivers must respond. If the client specifies that responses are needed from
fewer than all possible receivers, then the protocol locks onto servers as they respond and, when
the required subset is responding, informs all outstanding servers to discontinue working on the
request.
The strategy of pruning the multicast group before aLl responses have been received is
predicated on members of the group not being allowed to leave the group during an exchange.
............. ___ 1'6i _-u_infg_6p mem_ _s/ab_i__for _e durationof each single
multicast exchange is delegated to the group management scheme, whose details are not
considered by the authors. Moreover, CP operates under the assumption that the group
management scheme will re_rt any receiver failures to the protocol. It should be noted that
providing this functionality in the group management scheme is nontriviai.
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The underlying network service is assumed to provide multi-destination addressing and
routing capability, and the paper describing C-'P deals with the behaviour of the protocol over
both LANs and LANs connected by WANs. The possibility of point-to-point connections in the
network influences design decisions in C'P. For example, allowing remote and local members
in a group eliminates the option of multicasting acknowledgements for receiver interaction.
Groups are thus open as in VMTP.
While groups spread over more than one segment are supported, distribution to such a
group will be slow for the following reason. A retransmission timer at the multicast source is
set to the upper bound of the roundmp times estimated for each destination, but roundtrip times
over an internet are much more difficult to estimate than within a single segment LAN. An
incorrect setting will cause repeated retransmissions while a conservative estimate penalizes all
receivers, especially local ones.
As in VMTP then, the receivers do not attempt to monitor each other's state, but unicast
control packets that acknowledge data and carry the receiver's advertised window. The source
employs a coupled multiple window strategy, wherein it keeps both an aggregate transmit
window for the group and a separate transmit window for each of the servers. The overall
window is the lower bound of the smallest of the advertised receive windows. Receivers
attempt to piggyback acknowledgements onto the next message traveling back to the source
with a timeout to trigger explicit acknowledgements if the delay is too long. Hence, the
protocol accommodates request/response communication.
Retransmissions are driven by both the transmitter and the receivers. A receiver can ask
for selective retransmissions up to a limit controlled by the source using the separate window
for that receiver. The source unicasts back the missing packets and updates the receiver's
window. When the retransmission timer expires at the source, the source calculates the
m
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proportionof host/nofresponcling and either-muiticasts or unicastsretransmissions depending
on whether the proportion exceeds a threshold. The threshold value is set depending on
distance and the number of servers, being set lower for LANs and higher for intemet usage,
since broadcast LANs achieve multicast much more cheaply than intemets.
Revivers unicast acknowledgements and set a timer to ensure that the acknowledgement
is reliably delivered. Hence in scenario 2, each receiver would unicast a control packet for the
retransmission of packet 3. At the source, the arrival of three requests would trigger a multicast
retransmission. If the retransrniss: _ did not arrive before the expiration of the timer at a
receiver, the receiver would re-issue its re.quest for packet 3. Upon receil:X of this
acknowledgement, the source would decide whether to urticast or multicast packet 3 again.
Coverage for lost acknowledgements is variable since, in scenario 3, the loss of any single
acknowledgement would be insignificant if the source multicasts the retransmission otr packet 3.
A multicast source in CP can lock onto receivers as they reply to a multicast request.
Given info_ation on exactly which receivers and how many receivers must respond, the
protocol issues a low-level abort message to remote servers when all necessary servers have
responded, This feature. Which_e_Utfiors propo_ as _eX_-men_: 0nel seems flawed in the
foUowing ways. First, a truly general voting function would probably involve passing code to
the protocol, and distributing code is difficult. Second, in any protocol and especially a real-
time one, data should be made-a;/aibible _t6 thd_ceiving appfica-tion as soon as it arrives.
Hence the application can handle all decisions about how many responses are enough, freeing
the application from time-consuming interpretation, except thai the application must _ov,
when to check for respo_s if it does not continu_y _ll-:for-tfiem. *_en_, a mechanism to
notify the application when a good time to check the set of received responses would serve the
same function as a low-level voting function arid /educe the protocol's complexity with
marginal loss of efficiency.
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CP does struggle with the details of how it will provide for collection of replies, or,
equivalently, how it will achieve many-to-one transmissions. Suggestions are made about the
way in which an implementation might randomize replies to avoid ovem.mning the source, but,
by the authors' own admission, difficulties arise. LANs demand strategies with extremely little
computational overhead. Buffering at the source follows the same multiple coupled windowing
strategy as with the send primitive (multicasting), providing synchronization by not letting any
one receiver get too far ahead of the others. This in turn allows a host receiving many replies to
pass parts of each reply, in order and also in step, up to the user.
6.4. NAPP
In [RAMA87] the authors start with the premise that in a LAN-based multicast the failure
of one receiver to receive a packet strongly suggests that there are other receivers which have
missed the packet. This tenet, along with the idea of making a multicast receiver completely
responsible for ensuring that it reliably gets a sequence of messages, leads to the proposal of an
R.MTP based on negative acknowledgement with periodic polling, which we will refer to as
NAPE
NAPP operates under a complex set of rules. The source simply transmits data and
performs retransmissions based on control information from the receivers. There are three
packet types, ACK, PACK, and SREJ, for control information. All three are multicast so t_,at
receivers overhear and monitor each other's state upon transmission of every control packet
All three contain a state vector reporting the highest in.sequence packet received at each of t_c
receivers. The source uses the in-flow of state vectors to decide when to slide forward _ts
transmit window.
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Some terminology is needed for the dis_ssion of NAPP that follows. 34 wiU be the
maximum number of packets that can be outstanding, that is. pending to be acknowledged at
any one time. V; wiU be the first in-sequence packet not received at receiver i. W_ is the
window of receiver i consisting of Vi ..... Vi +M- 1. Timers are assumed to have a granularity
of milliseconds.
A receiver issues a poU-cum-acknowledgement (PACK) every Tpa_ milliseconds. The
PACK is numbered Vi (expressed here as PACK(Vi)) and serves to solicit (re)transmissions, if
any. of packets in Wi and acknowledges Vi -M ..... V, - 1. A PACK is rescheduled for Tpack
mRliseconds later upon reception of a packet in W_, upon transmission or receipt of an
SREJ(m), m • Wi, or upon receipt of a PACK(m), m _ Vi. Thus, PACKs serve as sort of
background daemons that are never actually transmRted as long as data continues to flow to the
receiver. _........
An SREJ(m) packet is scheduled for transmission by a receiver as soon as message m is
detected as being lost. However, any SREJ packet is transmitted at its scheduled transmission
time only with probability P and otherwise rescheduled for Tsrej miUiseconds later. When a
receiver, R, overhears another receiver's SREJ(m), if message m is known to be lost already.
then its own SREJ(m) is rescheduled for some time later, presumably putting off SREJ(m) long
enough that theove_ SREJ(m) will have gotten message m retransmitted in the meantime
Any scheduled SREJ(m) is dequeued upon reception of ra. If message ra has already been
received at R, the overheard SREJ(m) is ignored. Otherwise, message in is now perceived to
lost, and a SREJ(m) is scheduled for later transmission. Furthermore, receiver R checks to see
if any messagesfrom Vi' .... m- l are lost. Thus, the reception of SREJ(m) at the source ser_es
to acknowledge (possibly redundantly) V, -M ..... V,- I.
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The third component in the trio of control packet types is an ACK(m) packet. ACKs are
positive acknowledgements that receivers issue upon receiving some number of packets in
sequence. To ensure reliable delivery, upon transmitting an ACK, a receiver reschedules the
transmission of the same ACK for Tact( milliseconds later. ACKs are not necessary for the
correct working of the protocol, but they do speed up the process of conveying
acknowledgement status and advancing the source's transmit window. ACK(V,) acknowledges
Vi -M ..... Vi - 1 at the source. Also, receivers overhear other receivers' ACKs and use them to
monitor status in ways similar to those outlined for PACKs and SREIs.
Though we have not specified NAPP completely and throughly, the above description
gives the flavor and the most important aspects of its operation. In an actual implementation of
NAPP, much attention will have to be given to the mechanisms to determine the correct settings
for its many timers; the paper describing NAPP does not focus on these implementation details,
but instead notes the relative lengths of timers, e.g., T_¢.)( > Taa(. Since timers in the receivers
are relative to the source, every multicast distribution will require some initialization process to
set timers correctly. Short transfers, as with scenario 1, should not have to incur too much
overhead in this regard since they will probably not need the full power of the error control
mechanisms, e.g., ACK packets. On the other hand, very conservative or default initial settings
may significantly degrade delivery service until settings are updated.
To illustrate the possibilities, consider scenario 2. Upon the arrival of packet 4, an
SREJ(3) is issued at each receiver. Regardless of arrival times at the receivers, the SREJ
packets will only be transmitted with probability P. If P is, say, 0.5, there is a good probability
that one receiver at least, say R1, actually transmits its SREJ(3). Note that knowing the
multicast group size would be very helpful in finding an optimum value for probability P; but
then radical changes in group membership (e.g. a single site failure for groups with few
members) would require a re-evaluation of the value of P as quickly as possible. The other two
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receivers, R2 and R3, will have scheduled their SREJ(3) packets for later transmission. Upon
seeing the SREJ(3) from R1, each will reschedule the pending SREJ(3) and the pending PACKs
at each site. The source will then receive the SREJ(3) packet, update the bottom of its transmit
window to 2 since it can see that all receivers have received packets 1 and 2 from the state
vector in the SREJ, and multicast packet 3 to the group. Note that should Rl's SREJ(3) packet
have been lost, i.e. scenario 3, that either a PACK or a SREJ at one of the three receivers would
have been forthcoming within the minimum of Tpaa_ and Tsre i (assuming the first SREJ(3) is
actually transmitted).
m
6.5. Summary
As shown in Table 1, the X__ __multicast scheme _m!_ itse_tq_C!osed " groups whose
members are not separated by any touters. It seeks to attain maximum efficiency by taking full
advantage of the broadcast medium and nearly simultaneous delivery to all receivers. Reliance
on having a single control channel back to the sender from the receivers eliminates the
possibility of monitoring the state of individual receivers. Thus, timing dependencies in the
communication both between sender and receivers and between receivers must be used to
handle key issues such as the release of transmit buffers and damping. The central question
raised therefore is whether the advantage of having a single control channel is worth the price of
abandoning multicasting through touters and detecting receiver failure.
NAPP also assumes closed groups and no routing. The protocol is even more sensitive to
timing dependencies than the XTP scheme since the timers are intricately related. Such a
scheme would adapt slowly to changes in either the multicast group or in the network
environment. For short transfers the overhead of setting or negotiating the setting of timers may
well be unacceptable. Long exchanges can benefit from the minimization of the amount of
control traffic, but at the expense of a great deal of complexity in the receivers.
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VMTP passes up a good deal of the burden for :-'_.,-uring reliable multicast to higher layers,
to the extant that VMTP itself retains little responsibility. The emphasis in VM'I_ on handling
request delivery results _n les-s attention to the kinds Of optimizations found in protocols
concerned mosdy with stream transfers. The multicast scheme in VMTP reflects this in its use
of datagram unicast acknowledgements and its lack of concern with retransmission policies.
CP achieves the most general purpose multicast scheme of the four investigated.
Assuming the ability of the group manager to monitor group membership, CP offers a range of
_ =
services and explicitly considers request/response behaviour, the possibility of point-to-point
links in the deliverY path, and efficient retransmission polici-es. What is not clear is how
expensive some of the mechanisms, e.g., the multiple coupled window strategy, would be when
integrated with a urdcast protocol and whether the use of unicast acknowledgements could ever
satisfactorily approximate the performance of a scheme like XTP's. In other words, the general
nature of CP's multicast scheme trades off a great deal of performance in the important special
case of closed groups on asingle se_ent.
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In this paper we have identified the set of problems with which one-to-many
communication facilities deal and looked at approaches and solutions in the literature. Any
such facility consists of three parts: a group management scheme, a user level interface, and a
RMTP. We conclude from our investigation that it is of vital importance that these three
elements be carefully integrated in order to achieve efficient reliable multicast data transfer. A
poor design for any one of the three components cannot be compensated for in the design of the
.othertwo. ,_ ...... ._ .... , ,_- __. ,_
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An essential pan of the discussion of reliable multicasting is a clear understanding of what
reliable means in this context. Reliable transfer refers to delivery to some subset of the
multicast group, an ideal receiver group. The user specifies to the best of its knowledge the
ideal receiver group; the protocol attempts to ensure delivery to the set of destinations defined
by the ideal receiver group, though in practice the multicast will affect some number of
receivers outside of the ideal rece!ve.r group. The special case of an all-reliable transfer is
especially difficult in that it forces the multicast source site to have the explicit address of all
receivers. Moreover, group management semantics are needed to assure membership stability
during an exchange and to detect hos t - failures. Providing this functionality in the group
management scheme is complex and cosily in terms of message latency. As a result, RMTPs
for real-time environments seem to have little hope of guaranteeing more than delivery to the
set of sites belonging to the group at the beginning of the transfer and functional for the
duration of the exchange.
Given the traditional connection-oriented communication paradigm, the success of any
multicast scheme will depend heavily on being able to select groups that are homogeneous in
their delivery characteristics. Inevitably, group delivery is dominated by the weakest member
of the receiving set through flow and rate control parameters, settings for retransmission timers,
transmission window management in the source, and other mechanisms that treat the multi-
endpoint as a single entity. The solution to this problem is either to find another paradigm
altogether or to partition the multicast into homogeneous receivers at a level above the transport
layer. The latter avoids the difficult and expensive procedure of dealing with a weak receiver
that is bogging down the entire multicast distribution dynamically during transmission.
Introducing routing complicates the multicast protocol considerably due to the high
variance in roundtrip times to individual receivers and the loss of timing assumptions that allow
damping and other useful forms of communication between receivers. An interesting question
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that remains open is to what extent a muldcast facility designer could take advantage of a
restriction on the routing environment such that any packet experiences a maximum of N hops
(where N is at most four) during delivery. We believe that this particular scenario for
multicasting through routers merits further exploration.
Finally, we recognize that one-to-many communication, while an important (and still
problematic) starting point, does not represent the fltUextent of the N-party services that will be
demanded in future communication protocols. The problem of a many-to-or_ transfer, or de-
multicasting, has not been adequately explored. We intend to investigate how de-multicasting
and multicasting might be made the basis of a protocol in which the underlying paradigm is not
connection-oriented. We believe that additional work on communication paradigms will shed
new light on multicast and de-multicast operations.
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